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         In January 2008 
 
Dear friends of the Catholic Biblical Federation: 
 
This time my 2007 annual report will be reaching you at the beginning of the New Year. In December, you 
did, of course, receive the official invitation to the Seventh Plenary Assembly and you have had your 
hands full of things to do with the many appendices and forms connected with this communication. In 
case you haven’t yet taken care of the registration for the Plenary Assembly, may I remind you now once 
again to do so without delay. The deadline is February 29th, 2008. 
 
Even if the important events of 2008 now require our undivided attention and our gaze is projected 
forward, I invite you, with this retrospective glance to look again at the most important events of the CBF 
in the year 2007. Behind us lies an eventful and surely also a successful year: we managed to implement 
a good number of interesting biblical pastoral initiatives; a good amount of exchange and intensive 
networking took place at every level; and the CBF has continued to grow. As always, my yearly report 
makes no claim to be complete: it simply covers the main highlights and is understood to be 
complementary to the regular publications of the CBF General Secretariat. 
 
1. Meetings at the regional and subregional levels 
 
Congresses, symposiums, regular meetings, but also exchange via the Internet or in the print media are 
important tools of our CBF network. The exchange of information, of experiences and resources, 
reflection on our goals and the planning of activities, the elaboration of themes and programs, and not 
least the common celebration of the Word are concrete ways in which the CBF is enriched, receives 
encouragement for day to day living and establishes its very identity. It is wonderful that we have these 
forums for exchange and common work at the most varied levels (national, international, subregional, 
continental, global). In the following paragraphs allow me to first give you some information on the 
meetings that took place at the regional and subregional levels in the past year. 
 
1.1 Tenth Biblical Congress of the Middle-Eastern Subregion in Lebanon 
The tenth Biblical Congress of the Catholic Biblical Federation in the Middle-Eastern subregion took place 
from January 21 - 26 in the monastery of Notre-Dame du Puits in Jal ed-Dib, north of Beirut, and was 
devoted to the Gospel of Mark. In spite of the politically unstable situation in Lebanon participants from 
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Iraq, from Syria, from the Holy Land, from Sudan and from Egypt were able to be welcomed. The only 
one missing was the representative of the Federation in Iran, who for personal reasons had to forego 
attendance. The presence of the General Secretary in a time of political unrest was valued as a special 
sign of solidarity. Finally, the fact that about 50 of the participants came from Lebanon itself documented 
in an impressive way the great interest in Lebanon for this congress and the vibrant activity of the 
subregion in this particular country. 
 
Among the speakers were Copts, Roman Catholics, representatives of the Greek-Orthodox as well as of 
the Greek Catholic Churches, Protestants, Maronites and Syrian Catholics. People were well attuned to 
one another; intensive exchange of ideas as well as constructive criticisms were welcomed on all sides. 
The congress proved to be very multifaceted and rich in content, with seven lectures a day, given by 
contributors from the different countries and churches. In view of the situation in the host country a great 
uncertainty was in the air, but this had little impact on the flow of the congress or on the interest of 
participants and auditors, and not a single change had to be made in the program. 
 
This congress, which brought together Christians from a conflict-ridden region of the world, resulted in a 
very impressive exchange of vibrant experiences and moving testimonies. At the end of the congress a 
number of different evaluation meetings were scheduled. On the final evening the individual groups 
presented themselves with sketches, songs and little stories. The positive fruits of this congress showed 
themselves on a number of levels: human, ecumenical, scientific and pastoral and, finally, also in the form 
of publications. 
 
1.2 Workshop of the Coordinators of Biblical Pastoral Ministry in Africa and Madagascar in 
Tanzania 
The Biblical Center for Africa and Madagascar (BICAM) hosted a workshop on biblical pastoral ministry 
on the African continent in Dar es Salaam from July 30 - August 3, on the premises of the Tanzanian 
Episcopal Conference (TEC). The national and regional coordinators for the biblical apostolate were 
invited, among them four archbishops and bishops, as well as the contact persons of the Catholic Biblical 
Federation for Africa. Members of the Preparatory Committee for the Seventh Plenary Assembly from the 
different continents, from the Vatican and from the General Secretariat were also present. The theme of 
the workshop “Bible and social questions in Africa”, with the biblical motto “Where is thy brother…”? (Gen 
4:9) was geared toward three great events of the Catholic Church in the coming two years: the Seventh 
Plenary Assembly of the CBF in Dar es Salaam in June/July 2008, the 12th Synod of Bishops in Rome in 
October 2008 and the second Special Synod for Africa, to be held in Rome, in October 2009. 
 
In three main papers burning social questions in Africa were illuminated in a biblical perspective: the titles 
read “Cain and Abel had a brother: Reading on Gen 4”, “Reconciliation in a biblical perspective on the 
example of Jacob and Esau (Gen 25-33)” and “Human meekness from a biblical point of view”. Besides 
papers, reports – among other things on the questionnaire for BICAM members with reference to the 
Lineamenta for the 12th Synod of Bishops on the Word of God – and discussions, spiritual events and 
liturgical celebrations amounted to a highlight of the workshop. At the end of the workshop, the 
participants summarized their resolutions, recommendations and commitments in a kind of action-plan, 
which you will find posted on the CBF Website (www.c-b-f.org).  
 
1.3  Meeting of the Executive Committee of FEBIC-LAC in Guatemala 
By normal rotation, the Executive Committee of the Latin American subregion of the CBF (FEBIC-LAC) 
met from August 10 -12, this time in Guatemala City. Since besides the coordinator of the subregion and 
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the CBF General Secretary all the coordinators of the zones into which the Latin American subregion is 
divided belong to this caucus, a majority of the work was devoted to the evaluation of biblical pastoral 
activities in these zones themselves and in their individual countries, as well as to the question of possible 
networking and sharing of resources. 
 
The subdivision of the subregion into zones is not merely a question of the geographical compass and 
cultural diversity of Central and South America, but also reflects the intensity of biblical pastoral activities 
there. The exchange that took place in the Executive Committee of FEBIC-LAC brought out this intensity 
once again in a vivid way. The theme common to all the players can be expressed in the catchword 
“ABP”: The “Animación bíblica de toda la pastoral”, so, the biblical foundation and inspiration of every 
pastoral realm – in contrast to an understanding of biblical pastoral ministry as merely one sector of the 
pastoral ministry among others – is one of the most pressing concerns of our friends in Latin America and 
naturally a concern of all of us worldwide. It corresponds to the Vision of Dei Verbum VI, which is indeed 
the reference point of the CBF mandate itself. 
 
Besides this exchange the members of the Executive Committee gave some thought in particular to the 
ways in which an intensive preparation for the upcoming CBF Plenary Assembly might be made by CBF 
members in Latin America and to how a maximum number of participants in the Plenary Assembly might 
be secured. One afternoon was left, too, for a cultural program that helped to familiarize the group with 
the small but very diverse Central-American country of Guatemala. 
 
1.4 Annual Meeting of the Central European Subregion in Slovenia  
From September 16 -18 the Central European subregion met for its annual meeting against a picturesque 
mountain backdrop in Slovenia. This subregion is remarkable for the fact that its members in the past 
belonged to two different worlds that were separated by the Iron Curtain: the Eastern-Communist and the 
Western-Capitalist. Collaboration within the subregion during the first years can, therefore, best be 
described by the term transfer: the West to East transfer, which consisted above all in material 
assistance, and the East-West transfer, which was of a more spiritual nature that often had to do with 
courageous Christian witness, lived out in Communist regimes, or with the imagination and creative ability 
of people who managed to make the best out of adverse situations. More than 15 years after the fall of 
the Iron Curtain the situation has changed. It is all still about transfer, however, primarily about the 
transfer of experiences, methods and programs in biblical pastoral work – and indeed now on an equal 
footing. Material support will continue to be needed now and then, but this aspect is far from being of 
central concern at this point. Because of this transformation the Central European subregion is now 
working intensely on adapting its own structures to this new reality. 
 
The Catholic Biblical Associations in Austria, Germany and Switzerland have been developing interesting 
biblical pastoral programs, in addition to their rich publication and teaching activities. These are designed 
both for the continuing formation of collaborators at the parish and diocesan levels as well as for people in 
everyday life. Their work is often marked also by good collaboration with the Bible Society of the 
respective country. On the task line-up of the Catholic Biblical Associations in Hungary, the Czech 
Republic, Slovakia, Croatia, Poland, Rumania and Slovenia number among other things translations (e.g. 
into the languages of Roma and Sinti), Bible camps, Bible Olympiads, Bible summer camps, training and 
advanced education for biblical pastoral collaborators, conferences at the academic level, biblical pastoral 
publications and exhibits, to name only a few. The exchange in Slovenia has once again highlighted the 
plethora of activities of the Catholic Biblical Associations in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. 
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1.5 Eighth United Chinese Catholic Biblical Association Meeting in Macao 
The Eighth Meeting of the United Chinese Catholic Biblical Association (UCCBA) which took place in 
Macao from November 1 - 5 was not really a (sub-)regional event. The UCCBA unites under its roof 
biblical institutes and groups from numerous countries of the world. Common to all of these is the 
Chinese language, and with this also a similar cultural origin. One can easily imagine how exciting such a 
forum could be where communication would be possible in the same language and within a more or less 
common cultural heritage, but reflecting in part on very different concrete experiences. The UCCBA has, 
in fact, always understood itself as a bridgehead to the Chinese mainland; all the more joyous was it then 
that four participants from Mainland China who are, or will be, active in their various dioceses in the realm 
of biblical training, could also be welcomed at the meeting in Macao. 
 
This Eighth Meeting of the UCCBA brought together over 100 participants from 17 different countries. The 
theme of the meeting was: “Experiences of community building with the Word of God” and it thus 
underscored the social component, which also marks the theme of the upcoming CBF Plenary Assembly 
(Reconciliation, Justice and Peace). In fact the participants in Macao also dealt intensively with the theme 
of the Plenary Assembly and thus created a further impulse in the Chinese-speaking realm for its 
preparation. The concluding resolutions of the meeting you will find under www.c-b-f.org. More 
comprehensive reports and contributions of the meeting will be published in the journal of the UCCBA, 
“Communion”, which appears in Mandarin. 
 
The UCCBA has existed since 1990 and since 1993 has been a member of our Federation. The CBF 
coordinator of the subregion North-Eastern Asia, Ms Cecilia Chui, is at the same time secretary of the 
UCCBA. 
 
1.6 Annual Meeting of the Subregion of Southern and Western Europe in Spain 
Participants from England, Belgium, Luxemburg, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, France and Germany gathered 
from November 9 -11 for the annual meeting of the subregion of Southern and Western Europe in 
Tarragona, Spain. The agenda made plenty of room for the exchanging of experiences and reports on 
activities in the different nations. The common concern of participants here to support the Church in 
making the reading and meditation of Sacred Scripture the center of all its activities was very evident. The 
common conviction was that it is not the quantitative increase in the number of Bible-sharing and Bible-
studying groups that is the imperative of the hour, but rather the promotion of Sacred Scripture as the 
foundation and reference point of all pastoral realms. 
 
An important item on the agenda was moreover the work on the Lineamenta for the upcoming 12th Synod 
of Bishops on the Word of God. Since everyone present had drawn up a report for his or her own 
Bishops’ Conference, much of the preliminary work had already been accomplished – and from here the 
work in Tarragona could take its start. Alongside fundamental insights such as, for example, the demand 
that basic texts such as Dei Verbum and the documents of the Pontifical Biblical Commission of 1993 and 
2001 must be taken more seriously and that the central role of the Bible in the life of the Church should 
continue to be resolutely promoted, the participants also formulated very concrete suggestions for the 12th 
Synod of Bishops. For example, they suggested that the biblical message should be translated into 
modern non-literary forms of communication, that the ordering of liturgical readings is in urgent need of 
re-working or that the Bishops gathered for the Synod should hold a daily common Lectio Divina. At the 
end of the list stands the wish that the Synod will not only lead to the creation of new structures, but that it 
might also contribute to a genuine biblical animation and inspiration of the entire pastoral realm. 
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1.7 Annual Meeting of the Subregion of Rome 
On November 29, 2007 the members of the CBF subregion of Rome held their annual meeting. The host 
was once again the Generalate of the Divine Word Missionaries. In March of last year the subregion had 
already convoked an extraordinary meeting, to which besides the members, other observers were invited 
as well. The goal of this meeting was to plan suggestions for programs, projects and activities of the CBF 
in Rome in view of the 12th Synod of Bishops. The yearly meeting in November thus dealt primarily with 
an initial evaluation of this planning. Even if all the projected plans could not or cannot be implemented, it 
remains true nonetheless that many of the members of the subregion will be fully engaged in connection 
with the Synod. Universities will be holding discussion panels or symposiums on the Synod topic in the 
run-up to, as well as during the Synod, exhibitions will take place in various locations, and in coordination 
with the Pontifical Council for Culture a number of cultural events will be organized. Besides the direct 
contributions to the Synod, which we will return to below, the CBF will also be collaborating through its 
Roman members in the run-up to and at the margins of the 12th Synod of Bishops on a number of levels. 
 
Besides the topic of the Synod numerous suggestions were collected as to how the CBF might 
meaningfully intensify its presence in Rome. It once again became clear that the systematic address of 
students of the Roman Universities as potential propagandists for the concerns of the CBF throughout the 
world was one important measure and concrete steps to achieve this were considered. As important as is 
the presence of the CBF in Rome, our personnel capacities in the eternal city are, unfortunately, very 
reduced at the present time. 
 
2. Meeting of the CBF Executive Committee in Rome 
 
The CBF Executive Committee met in Rome from November 16 -19. The meeting was necessary to 
discuss important questions regarding the preparations for the Seventh Plenary Assembly, but above all 
to make decisions regarding the collaboration and participation of the CBF in the 12th Synod of Bishops 
on the Word of God. The two following sections of this letter will report on these events. 
 
Moreover, the Executive Committee used its last work meeting before the Plenary Assembly to deal with 
those personnel questions that are required by the CBF Constitution. In accordance with the tradition of 
the CBF, the Executive Committee elects the President of the Federation and the coordinators of the CBF 
before the Plenary Assembly and it nominates Administrative Board members, who in turn, will be 
confirmed by the Plenary Assembly. This is all to ensure that new office-holders can take part already in 
the Plenary Assembly and that no seat-vacancy arises. All the elected officials will enter upon their office 
at the time of the coming Plenary Assembly. The election of coordinators was postponed to a later time, 
because the (sub-)regions themselves have to be surveyed first. The existing members of the 
Administrative Board who candidated for election were re-elected. However, two further candidates still 
have to be found. In this connection the Executive Committee recognized the work of the Administrative 
Board and expressed its great appreciation and heartfelt thanks.  
 
The final item on the agenda was the election of the CBF President. The current office-holder, Bishop 
Vincenzo Paglia, ran for re-election and was unanimously re-elected with enormous substantive support. 
The discussion that turned on this matter of personnel showed the great extent to which the Executive 
Committee appreciates the President’s dynamic and inspiring administration. All of the old and new office-
holders will be introduced in extenso during the Plenary Assembly. 
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3. Preparation for the 7th Plenary Assembly of the CBF 
 
As a member of the CBF you already received the official invitation to the Seventh Plenary Assembly 
several weeks ago. This was sent by post in mid-December, 2007 together with extensive informational 
material and the appropriate registration forms, and it was also sent by e-mail. Thus the information here 
can be kept very short. Allow me just a couple of brief notes. 
 
If for any reason you have not received the official invitation, address yourself immediately to the General 
Secretariat. The deadline for registration is the February 29, 2008 which we urgently request that you 
hold to. 
 
We keep receiving queries regarding the participation of multiple persons for one and the same 
institution. By right, each member institution is represented by one representative at the Plenary 
Assembly. De facto, however, it can make good sense for multiple persons to take part for a given 
institution, since this also reflects the concrete responsibilities and the concrete work of the institution in 
question. Our line is that this should be possible as long as conditions of space at the venue will allow 
this. That the official representatives of the member institutions have initial precedence here is clear. 
Once again the invitation to you: if you would like to have other personnel of your institution participate, 
make your request informally to the General Secretariat and we will try to work out a solution. 
 
As you already know, the Seventh Plenary Assembly will be marked by a process-orientated program, 
that is, it will feature work in groups, and in this way a good amount of space will be given to the working 
out of themes on the basis of experiences from the grass-roots level. This methodology will give our 
Plenary Assembly a very special dynamic! A second important aspect is the connection to the local 
Church and to the hosting country. Sunday as a day of encounter, the evenings, when numerous 
diocesan groups will be visiting us, and also excursions at the conclusion of the meeting will provide us 
with opportunities for direct and intensive contact with the African reality. 
 
I would not want to close this brief section on the Plenary Assembly without once again appealing to you 
not to pass up the unique opportunity that this Plenary Assembly, which occurs only every six years, 
affords. I would refer you again on this matter to my accompanying letter to the official invitation sent in 
December. Please make sure that your institution will be there for this worldwide CBF meeting in Africa! 
 
4. Preparation for the 12th Ordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops 
 
On the contribution of the CBF to the second great biblical event of 2008, namely, the 12th Ordinary 
General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops on the Word of God, I reported at length in my letter of August 
2007. So allow me here to give just a brief, updated summary. 
 
 We have urged all the Episcopal Conferences to avail themselves of the experiences of biblical 

pastoral institutions that are active in their domains in order to respond to the questions of the 
Lineamenta. In this connection we have proposed concrete institutions and contact persons (CBF 
associate members). To the extent that we have received explicit feedback or information from 
other sources, this suggestion has in many cases fallen on fruitful ground! 
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 We have encouraged our associate members to make direct contact with their respective Bishops’ 
Conference in connection with their response to the Lineamenta. Here, too, we know that this was 
implemented in many cases. 

 
 Through questionnaires, or in the framework of subregional meetings, the coordinators of the CBF 

– each in accordance with the concrete possibilities of the subregions – have worked out important 
observations and baselines in view of the Lineamenta from a subregional perspective, which have 
been or will be forwarded through a variety of channels. 

 
 The General Secretariat has composed a document with themes which the CBF considers central, 

based on its experience as a worldwide Federation, but also, and in the first place, on the basis of 
its experiences in concrete regional and local contexts. These themes will, as we have been 
promised, directly feed into the process of working out the Instrumentum Laboris of the 12th Synod 
of Bishops. It is our intention, moreover, to make this paper available also to all the delegates of the 
Bishops’ Conferences, as soon as there is an official list. 

 
 Cardinal Kasper has promised to do his best to ensure that the CBF will also be represented with 

personnel of its own during the Synod. 
 
 During the Seventh Plenary Assembly the CBF will again concern itself intensively with the Synod 

and possibly also send a message to the Synod Fathers. 
 
 CBF members of the Rome subregion are becoming engaged in a variety of projects relative to the 

Synod (see above). 
 
So we have made use of every channel, every available opportunity, and we are confident that we are 
thus making our contribution to the success of the Synod. The rest we leave trustfully to the Holy Spirit. 
 
5. The 5th General Assembly of CELAM in Brazil 
 
The most important event of 2007 for the Church of Latin America was the Fifth General Assembly of the 
Council of Bishops’ Conferences of Latin America and the Caribbean (CELAM), which took place in May, 
in Aparecida, Brazil. In the CBF Newsletter no.3 of last year we gave a detailed report on this. The 
meeting began with a surprise: in his opening speech, Pope Benedict XVI took up in a positive way a 
central theme of liberation theology and explained, among other things, that “the preferential option for 
the poor is indirectly implied in faith in Jesus Christ”. With this the Pope set Aparecida explicitly within the 
tradition of the Latin American theology of the past decades and invited the assembled bishops to view 
the reality of their continent from the perspective of the poor. 
 
The closing document of the meeting thus also clearly affirms the option for the poor and depicts the 
Church as advocate of justice and of the poor; the Small Christian Communities (basic communities), 
whose power-center is the Word of God, the document sees as kernel-cells of Christian life. I would not 
wish to deprive you of a striking excerpt from the Final Dcument of Aparecida (par. 248), in which the 
significance of biblically inspired pastoral ministry is emphasized with particular clarity: “It is urgent then to 
offer to the faithful the Word of God as gift of the Father which makes possible an encounter with the 
living Christ and thereby opens the way to genuine conversion and a renewed sense of community and 
solidarity. This offer then leads truly to an encounter with the Lord only when the revealed Word of Sacred 
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Scripture is offered as source of evangelization. The disciples of Jesus demand to be nourished on the 
Bread of the Word; they desire access to an appropriate interpretation of the biblical texts, through which 
they enter into dialogue with Jesus Christ and which thus becomes the soul of evangelization and of the 
preaching of Jesus for all. Herein lies the importance of a biblical pastoral ministry in the sense of a 
biblical foundation and animation of the entire pastoral realm; it must be a school of interpretation and of 
knowledge of Sacred Scripture, a school of an encounter with Jesus, or of prayer with the Word of God 
and of the preaching of the Word in the sense of an inculturated evangelization. This requires of bishops, 
priests, deacons and lay collaborators in biblical pastoral ministry an access to Sacred Scripture that is 
not merely intellectual and functional, but an access with the heart, which ‘hungers and thirsts for the 
Word of the Lord’ (Am 8:11).” You may obtain the entire text of the Final Document through the General 
Secretariat. 
 
General Assemblies of CELAM have usually left deep traces in the life of the Church of Latin America and 
beyond. We can hope and pray that many good impulses for biblical pastoral ministry will likewise flow to 
the Church in Latin America and to the Church worldwide from this meeting in Aparecida. 
 
6. CBF Commitment in/for China 
 
In January and February, 2007 the CBF together with the Missionary Benedictines of St. Ottilien (a CBF 
associate member) organized a four-week biblical formation course in the Holy Land; 16 teachers for 
Bible and dogmatics at mainland-Chinese seminaries and four Chinese theologians at that time studying 
in Europe took part in the course.  
 
One goal of the course was to enable Chinese seminary teachers to study and experience the Bible at 
the Bible locations themselves. Such on-site Bible-study offers a scientifically and spiritually in-depth and 
concrete access to Sacred Scripture that can hardly be communicated in a lecture hall or library. A 
second important objective was the experience of the diversity of the Christian denominations that have 
developed out of the beginnings of the Mother Church in the Holy Land, and the related experience of 
their own Chinese Church as a branch on this tree of a multifaceted world Church. The interreligious 
dimension, underscored by the daily reality of the co-existence of the Abrahamic religions in the Holy 
Land, also played a major role. And finally, learning something about the current religious, political and 
economic situation of people in Palestine and Israel was an important objective of this course. For the 
majority of participants this course offered the first opportunity ever for a meeting with foreign cultures and 
religions. As for instructors, it was possible to acquire specialists in individual areas who were able in part 
to give classes directly in Chinese; otherwise a simultaneous translator was always available. Besides the 
study of Old Testament texts the Gospel of Mark ran like a thread through the course. 
 
For the first two and half weeks the group enjoyed the hospitality of the Ecce Homo Center in Jerusalem. 
From there excursions were made to places like Bethlehem and Hebron, to Jericho, to the River Jordan, 
into the Judean desert, and to Qumran and Masada. Alongside the intensive preoccupation with the 
history and current situation of Judaism and the State of Israel (visits to museums, the Holocaust 
Memorial Yad Vashem) the stay in Jerusalem also offered the opportunity for numerous interconfessional 
and interreligious contacts. The starting-point for the second part of their stay in the Holy Land was 
Tabgha on the Sea of Galilee. This location offered the possibility of exploring the places of the activity of 
Jesus in Galilee as this is played out in the Gospel of Mark, all of which was again accompanied by 
classes, workshops and lectures. Excursions led the group to places like Nazareth, Capernaum and other 
locations around the Sea of Genesaret.  
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After a visit to the grave of Lazarus in Bethany, a participant remarked: “The scene was made so vivid 
here that the Bible no longer seemed like a book, but rather an actual living event.” The Chinese priests 
also attached great value to the experience of Christian, as well as of interreligious pluralism, and to the 
experience of unity in diversity. Course participants unanimously expressed the wish that in the future 
biblical formation courses will continue to be offered in the Holy Land for Chinese seminary instructors of 
all theological areas. In this connection the group also gave some thought to the continuing educational 
needs of bishops, priests, sisters and laity in the People’s Republic of China itself. The course in the Holy 
Land was very highly valued not least as an expression of inner-ecclesial solidarity. The group leader, Fr. 
Guo Jincai, summarized this idea as follows: “We know that the world-church is very interested in China – 
that is beautiful, because it is a sign of unity.”  
 
This biblical formation course was certainly a highlight in CBF’s commitment to China, but in no way do 
we wish to eclipse the many other less visible initiatives. In fact, many initiatives regarding China are per 
se not publicly visible. Our subregion of Northeast Asia is very active in these matters, and also the 
General Secretariat maintains direct contacts to China (cf. earlier reports). We are convinced that this 
biblical formation course in the Holy Land in which official Chinese authorities were involved will serve as 
a door-opener for similar projects in the years to come. China deserves CBF’s attention in the near future! 
 
7. New Members of the CBF 
 
The Catholic Biblical Federation can rejoice in the eleven new members who in the course of the past 
year have decided to join our worldwide family. It is particularly pleasing that among them are also four 
new full members – that is, Bishops’ Conferences – and that thereby the number of member Bishops’ 
Conferences rises to 94. 
 
As full members we are able to welcome the Bishops Conferences of Panama, Gabon, Mali and 
Scotland. New associate members are the Association of the 100 Weeks Bible Groups in Tokyo, Japan, 
the Polish province of the Divine Word Missionaries, the Centre Liloba of the Divine Word Missionaires in 
Kinshasa, Congo, the International Congregation of the Missionary Benedictines of Sankt Ottilien, the 
Irish School of Evangelization in Dublin, Ireland, the Centro BibliAteca San José of the Amazons 
(BibliAteca SJZ) in Peru and the Anugraha Renewal Center in Kottayam, India. 
 
Not only the geographical provenance but also the different orientations of the seven new associate 
members illustrates the diversity of the CBF, united in a common purpose, which is to set the Word of 
God at the center of ecclesial life and of Christian faith. We number now, at the end of 2007, 327 member 
institutions in 132 countries of the world. What is important here is that we keep our network closely knit 
and thus be able to fulfill the mission of the CBF with all the more intensity. Extensive information on the 
new member institutions can be found in the BDV issues of 2007. 
 
8. Dei Verbum Foundation 
 
In the first year of its existence the Dei Verbum Foundation has not yet yielded any noteworthy fruit; but 
neither did we ever expect this. We used the first months to elaborate a concept of how to reach sponsors 
and our aim here has been to find especially Catholic or Christian personalities in business and in society 
who would have an open ear for the question of Christian-biblical values in our societies and the central 
role of the Word of God in all realms of the Church’s life. 
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For years now the CBF has been trying to find the financial means needed to cover its annual budget. A 
mid-term goal of ours is to be able to cover a part of our annual needs through interest from the 
Foundation, thereby setting our annual budget on a somewhat firmer basis. In June of 2007 the 
Foundation’s Board of Trustees was established which will henceforth control the fortunes of the 
Foundation. Cardinal Kasper has declared his readiness to take over the role of Cardinal Protector of the 
Foundation. This will be enormously helpful with the search for support, especially in the German-
speaking realm. As I wrote already in my last circular, the rockiest part of the way still lies ahead of us. 
Yet we are now well equipped with compass and hiking-boots. 
 
9. Life in Iraq 
 
The news that on October 13, Fr. Pios Affas, Director of the Biblical Center in Mossul, in northern Iraq, 
together with another Syrian-Catholic priest in Mossul had fallen victim to a kidnapping as he was on the 
way home from a funeral came as a shock. The kidnappers were demanding a very high ransom, and the 
negotiations proved difficult. For the CBF-family throughout the world began days of hope, trepidation and 
prayer, which then came to an end on Sunday, October 21, with the joyful news of the release of the two 
priests. So in the end prayers of petition became prayers of thanksgiving and of joy. 
 
This dramatic event touched us in a most profound way, because one of the close collaborators of the 
CBF was directly involved; it illustrates at the same time the suffering of the Iraqi people and particularly 
the oppressed and extremely difficult situation of Christians in Mesopotamia. Their situation seems ever 
further from resolution and their exodus seems ever more inevitable. They are in desperate need of our 
support, wherever this is possible, as well as of our prayers! 
 

 
 
Dear friends of the Catholic Biblical Federation, in spite of all the unfulfilled wishes, all the limitations to 
which we are subject, all the disappointments and also all of our own shortcomings, in my opinion we 
have every reason to look back at what has been accomplished with gratitude and even with satisfaction. 
This brief summary look at the activities and the life of the CBF in the past year should encourage you to 
do so. We need this encouragement and this energy for 2008, for right on our doorstep we have 
wonderful events and enormous challenges, with the Seventh Plenary Assembly and the 12th Synod of 
Bishops on the Word of God. 
 
In his work De Doctrina Christiana Saint Augustine writes on Sacred Scripture that we do not have to look 
for love in it, for every single page of Scripture overflows with love. This is my wish for all of us in the New 
Year – that no one will have to look in vain for love in the work we do in biblical pastoral ministry and in 
our lives as a whole, because they, too, will overflow with love. 
 
With heartfelt greetings from the General Secretariat, 
 

 
Alexander M. Schweitzer 
CBF General Secretary 
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